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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks for joining us today during your lunch break. While most of you have been through our media and message training, we wanted to take today to dig a bit more into why messaging is important, how we use it to reach our goals, and have a conversation about what’s working and what isn’t – so we will pause through the presentation and make it interactive. 



• Outdoor Equity Fund granted $2M in FY24.

You’re at a dinner party 
and someone asks you 

what you do….

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve all been in the situation. You’re at Christmas or a dinner party and the question comes up, “so what do you do?” You may pause, take a breath, and try to figure out how to best explain it. But we want to hear how some of you tell people what you do. Here’s a secret: we have the messaging framework and elevator speech, especially when it comes to written materials, but in these free flowing conversations, it’s more of a guide and an art than a science. We aren’t expecting you to have it in your rote memory and robotically recite it. We want it to be adaptive and authentic and focused on persuasion and clarity. There’s a difference between telling your grandmother what you do for work and explaining to a commissioner your role and WRA as a whole. 



Messaging: Why Care?
Why does it matter that, as an organization, we speak with one 

voice and share similar messages across our work?

Professional Memorable Persuasive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But why do we care so much? It’s not because we’re trying to oversee everything that we say or having us all sound the same, but, rather, reinforcing who WRA is in people’s minds.Messaging is about perception and persuasion. We want to use the same messaging because we want people to remember who we are and what we do – we want them to recognize and remember us as the experts so that we can be more impactful in what we’re doing. Messaging is also about professionalism – using nuanced and sophisticated messaging helps us come across as professionals to decisionmakers who can recognize that we know what we’re doing and are worth trusting. It also helps us to be memorable – in today’s world, it’s not about seeing or hearing something seven times, it’s like you need to hear it twenty times – and using streamlined and replicable messaging helps people remember who we are and solidifies how they think about us. Finally, it’s about being persuasive – which we’ll get more into on the next slide – but the reason that we want to use specific words over others is because they’re more persuasive! We do research and work with polling and shape our messaging based on what studies have shown us works. 



• Outdoor Equity Fund granted $2M in FY24.

What do we mean when 
we talk about 
persuasion?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There’s a whole science to persuasion and we’re just skimming the surface, but I like to think about most of what we do, especially MarComm, Development, and Government Affairs but really everyone, is persuasion – persuading a legislator to vote yes, persuading a citizen to take action, persuading someone to donate to WRA – we spend most of our time in advocacy – urging people to take action. And that takes persuasion. Here I’m sharing a great persuasion wheel from an online creator – persuasion at work – and you see all the different elements that we can utilize and think about when it comes to our messaging. Over on the left you see “priming,” which is more unconscious, and it can be as simple as seeing a really well designed WRA fact sheet and thinking “wow, they know what they’re doing.” Some things to keep in mind especially with decision makers are defaults – people really like the status quo unless they’re compelled to change – commitments – can we link to what they have done or said in the past so that they continue to do so – messenger is a big one – are we the right messenger or is it someone else? We don’t lean into it too much, but scarcity is a huge motivator and we see that around the Colorado River. These are all just a few of the things that we can think about when we’re writing messaging or talking points to see how we can have the biggest impact. 



•How Much Do We Need?

Messaging and Writing Resources
•  Core Messages and Talking Points

• Media Interview Tips and Tricks
• Media Interview and Meeting Prep Worksheets

• Grammar Guides

Coming Soon:
• Brand and Messaging Framework

• State by State Messaging Workshops
• In-Depth Policy Messaging 



• BIG TAKEAWAYS

WRA is a regional nonprofit advocacy organization fighting climate change 
and its impacts to sustain the environment, economy, and people of the 

West. From our deep and scientific policy analysis to our highly effective legal 
teams, we’re using every tool we have to drive state action and create a 

healthier and more equitable future for all our communities. As the region’s 
go-to experts for more than three decades, our on-the-ground work 

advances clean energy, protects air, land, water, and wildlife.

Our Elevator Speech



Feedback on Messaging
As we work to hone the way that we talk about ourselves and our 

work, we want to make sure that we’re adapting and learning. 

What’s 
working? 

What’s 
confusing?

What’s still 
missing?



When talking about 
WRA and your work, 
what are your favorite 
anecdotes, metaphors, 
and examples to use to 
relate to others? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key to persuasion and perception is how you relate things to yourself and to others. So we want to hear from you what stories, metaphors, or examples that you like to use to relate your work to others? And I seriously mean real world examples! I included this photo on the side because this is a personal anecdote of how I try to relate my work to my community. In this photo are myself and my best friends on a trip in Labyrinth Canyon on the Green River. A lot of my friends are really passionate rafters – they’ve been down the Grand Canyon multiple times, and, in fact, my friend’s daughter’s middle name is grand because her mom was pregnant on the Grand Canyon – and they care a lot about water. Through my work, I’ve been able to talk to them about the Colorado River and protecting water in the West and what we can do. And it makes me happy because I see them feeling less pessimistic about the future of the river because they know that WRA is working on it. So we’d love to hear your examples and experiences. 
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